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April 2, 1970

Dear Parents,

I would like for you to read the following information in regard

to an adult class that I would like to start soon. The information

pertaining to the class has been explained in as much detail as
possible.

I would also like to relay the findings of this class to the
betterment of the Home Economics Program.

Your coming to this class will be on a volunteer basis and will be
greatly appreciated. I am sure that you will have questions to ask
me Sunday when you come to the meeting.

Hoping to see you Sunday!

Sincerely,

///,

/ irC'.
.. ./

Mrs. Cecilia Gallegos
Home Economics Teacher

Enclosure



ADULT HOME ECONOMICS CLASS

What will the dass offer?

The class will offer all subjects taught in the regular Home Economics

Program plus any related subjects desired by the group. The Home Economics

Program offersthe following subjects: Foods, Child care, Housing, Care of

the Sick and Injured, Art, Good Grooming, Family Relations, Clothing,

Safety in the Home, and Consumer Education which is the study of time,

energy, and money. Consumer Education will be correlated with all units of

work.

Why is the class being offered?

The purposes of the class are:

1. To better the relations among parents, teachers, and students.

2. To acquaint the parents with the program and facilities that

the department of Home Economics has to offer.

3. To improve household management and relations within the family.

4. To reveal the students interests and concerns for homemaking.

5. To find out how much more effective the teaching of Home
Economics to parents is when a member of the family has already

been instructed in the same unit ,of work.

Who will teach the class?

Mrs. Gallegos will be the head Leacher. Miss Rodriguez may assist

Mrs. Gallegos from Lime to time. Guest speakers and demonstrators will be

invited from time to time when needed.

Who may enroll?

Parents of students who have been enrolled in Home Economics classes

or who are presently enrolled. Special permission may be granted to other

interested persons. Home Economic students may accompany their parents.

Where will the classes meet?

For the most part the classes will meet at the West Las Vegas Home

Economics Department. Field trips will be made possible when needed.

When will the classes meet?

The class will meet once a week for two hours. The day and the time

depend on the students and teacher. Interested persons will meet at the

West Las Vegas Home Economics Department on Sunday, April 5, at 2:00 p.m.

to further discuss the class.

e
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

Adult Education defined hy the Encyclopedia Britannica iN an educational
movement for men and women, young and old who no longer
arc in contact with formalized education, whose primary

interest in their own educational improvement as a
sustained and continuous process.

f_he Evidenct Practice defines file trait used to describe the personality
characeristics in the evaluation form titled, Characteristic

Traits Describing Individual's Progress."



LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The limitations of the study reflected more on the uncertainties ot

the telcher than any other factor. I felt inexperienced, I had never

taught an adult class where so much freedom was to he given. I was afraid

of chaos.

Since these ladies had so graciously volunteered Lo help me with my

research findings, I felt that it would he hest for them if I didn't

plaCe restrictions such as, being on time to class, remaining in cias:-;

throughout the whole period and leaving the class when desired. 1 Colt

that I was imposing.on them by having them give up two to three hours

on Sunday to come to my class. At the same time, I felt completely sure

that I wanted my class to he a success.

I telt indebted te the following people: Mrs. Hilda Major:, nv

grant sponsor; Miss Wilma Ludwig, State Supervisor of Home Economics

Education; the'West Las Vegas School Board of Education and its School

Administrators; the Home Economics Profession; and last hut most impor-

tant, Dr. Jack W. Mears, New Mexico Highlands University, who so gracious-

ly and attentively listened, analyzed, and gave me permission to submit

and work out the proposal which was to also earn me four hours of graduate

work at Highlands University.

Another limitation was the fact that the West Las Vegas School

System had never initiated a class on adult education. A great deal

of time was spent on organizing instructional materials and learning

about the clevelopmental tasks for Oiat age group.

- 4 -
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Chapter I

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

The research method that will be used in this project will be

descriptive. For the most part, the evaluating devices will be descrip-

tive. The project will not be controlled in'the sense that the subjects

will be divided into groups. There will be times when the sampling will
be evaluated individually while there will be times when overall evaluations

will be performed. The purpose of Che evaluation will determine the style

.and kind ofp_rD.cedure to be used. The project will be controlled in the

'sense that these are not ordinary parents; they are the parents of students

who have been instructed in the same units of Consumer Education that

compose the Adult Class.

Statement of the Problem

A semester course in Consumer Education has been taught to volunteer

senior boys and girls at the West Las Vegas High School Home Economics

Department. The gore of the class contained a consistent study in effec-
tive uses of time and energy with emphasis on money management.

Problems

How much more effective is the teaching of Consumer Education to
volunteer parents when the family's senior boy or girl has been instructed

in the same course of study? What distinct improvements reflect the

household of these students?

Hypotheses

The teacher and the students who have been instructed in Consumer
Education have judged and accepted the program as an integral part ri
education in order to prepare young people and adults for competent and
effective utilization of their incomes. Consumer Education has multipli-

city as it lends to correlation of other subject areas in Home Economics.

Similarities, Differences, and Unknown Factors of Both Projects

The following are similarities of Che ciasses:

1. The parents will be working with the same subject matter.

2. They will be instructed by the same teacher.

3. They will be instructed at the same place.
The classes will be sponsored by the same board
education and under the same administration.

5
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5. The facilities will be those used by the first clasS.

6. The research will be evaluated by the same instructor,
Dr. Mears from Highlands University.

7. The classroom will be set up for both male and female

students.

The following are differences of the classes:

1. The age of the students will be different.
2. The maturity of the students will be different.

3. The first class was composed of senior boys and girls
who met for one hour daily, five days a week for a period
of eighteen weeks. This involved a total of ninety hours.
The second class will be held for a period of twelve weeks,
two hours a week which composes a total of twenty-four hours.

The following are unknown differences of the class members in the

adult group:

1. The mental abilities,
2. The social, physical, and emotional stability of the adult

class, and
3. The attitudes and capabilities.

Evaluations

The following methods of evaluations were used for the subjects of the

first project. These methods will also be used for the subjects of the

second project with reservations.

1. The kind and length of participation in discussions pertaining
to reading, field trips, movies, speakers, pictures, recordings,
etc.

2. Observations,
3. Life situations,
4. Free anonymous letter writing,
5. The use of incomplete stories,
6. Dramatization and/or role playing,

7. Tape recordings,
8. General appearance of the student,

9. General upkeep of department

10. Attitudes,
11. Facial expressions,
12. Cooperation,
13. Class attendance,
14. Skills accomplished, and
15. Enthusiasm for class and in class.

- 6 -
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Results

The results may be translated by the use of some of the following

methods that.were also used for the first project:

1. Graphs,

2. Statistics,

3. Annals, logs, or anecdotes,

4. Progress chart where a detailed plait is followed,

5. Pre and post tests,

6. Written and oral tests,

7. Oral and written reports,

8. Before and after pictures

9. Experiments, and

10. Charts

7
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Chapter II

OVERVIEW OF ADULT EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF CONSUMER EDUCATION

The subjects of Consumer Education consist of the management of time,

money, and energy. These subjects will be the core curriculum of the

Adult Education Program. Lesson planning shodld incorporate all three

phases in order to accomplish the goals for the class. It is expected

that there will be interaction among the three areas and the knowledge

and skills in the Homemaking Program so that_each is.influenced by the

other. The areas of concern for Homemaking Education are foods, clothing,

good grooming, child care, family living, housing, related arts, health,

and home care of the sick. The Consumer Education subjects should act

as the core study for all areas.

It would be ideal to have adult classes family centered, involving

all family members who have a desire to participate.. For instance,

although many homemaking subjects have traditionally involved only women,

men students find valuable and rewarding such subjects as housing repair

and upkeep, cooking, and managing the household income. Former Consumer

Education-students may find it interesting and challenging to work with

their mothers from time to time. In addition, simple homemaking skills

may become Part of the children's education and may take the place of a

pre-school program.

Most adults in the-low-economic population of New Mexico are seriously

handicapped when it comes to the management of time, energy, and money,

in particular. They..lack communication skills, know-how, and confidence .

All of these "lacks" contribute to what appears on the surface to be an

attitude of disinterest and inability to want to better themselves.

Experience and practice in these "lacks" enhance their management of

time, energy and money and bring about personal satisfaction as well as

long-range adjustment patterns towards new and better ways of life.

The program of adult eduCation has developed because the environment

of the individual demands that he acquire new knowledge and new skills;

knowledge and skills which run in coherence with those of their school

children so as to better understand the family unit.

Evening instruction in the area of Home Economics for adults, for

the most part, has dealt with isolated household activities. Today's era

calls for mare and better integration of subject matter, especially in the

area of Consumer Education. Technology.is providing the individual with a

continuous increase of leisure.time and energy. Leisure time and energy,

that need to be planned for in-a cooperative and constructive manner so as

to better the welfare of the family. Cooperative family budgeting in an era

of inflation certainly cannot afford to take a back seat. Cooperative

budgeting can enhance the comforts of living and family relationships.



The evaluating devices for the group will be those which the group
and the teacher decide as being most desirable and reliable. The leader

should realize the need to evaluate the effectiveness of the resources used.

The leader should use the evaluation process as a means of self-analysis,

as a means of determining strong and weak points, and also which areas

need.improvement.

Groups should be organized around those issues that are simple and

represent the most common denominator of interests expressed by the majority.

The goals for the class should be obtainable within a definite span

of time. The goals must be in accord with the abilities and capabilities

of the students. Early success is important to the student. Learning
experiences must be selected with this in mind. Rules accepted by the group

as guides for conduct should be respected because they should be set up by

mutual consent. Also, rules should be changed when needed by mutual consent.

Conversational Spanish may be used as the main method of communication,
if.it means learning the most'for the majority of students. We'should
be aware of ,the goal of teaching each student a functional use of English
as a second language, and to provide basic skills in reading and writing

ability when feasible. The teaching of homemaking skills, Consumer Education,
and literacy will be combined in most class sessions.

'The classes yill meet at the West Las Vegas High School Home Economics
Department. It will be the prerogative of the class and instructor to make
arrangements for the following:

1. The day and time_ _for_ meeting _classes

2. The areas in the Homemaking Program to be studied (All must be
correlated with Consumer Education.)

3. Course of-subjectprocedure. (It should follow a sequence.)

4. Student and teacher self evaluation.

5. Subject matter evaluation.
6. Incorporating other agencies so as to enrich the program and

'bring about student progress.
7. Stop any intrusion that may hinder the Adult Education Program.
8. Class dues or other expenses.
9. Class rules and regulations.
10. .Pub4cations.

-10-
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IDENTIFICATION OF HIGH INTEREST AREAS

The identification of high interest areas in the illiterate or

undereducated adult is one of the most important ways in which the tea_her

can help students. Social contacts are limited and there are many things

the undereducated student does not know -- his rights and responsibilities

in the community, the state, and the nation; the resource persons and

agencies within his community; how to get the most for hls money; what jobs

are possible or what kinds of education he must have to be able to qualify

for them.

Suggested areas which are frequently of high interest to the under-

educated adult are as follows:

1. The family
2. The home

3. The neighborhood
4. Foods

5. Clothing

6. Furniture
7. Shopping

8. Installment plan buying

9. Occupatims, vocational training, retraining, employment agencies,

technological implications
10. Banks

11. Different kinds-of charge accounts

12. Social security and unemployment Insurance

13. Insurances of all kinds
14. Payroll deductions and taxes

15. Unions

16. Health

17. Fire and accident prevention
18. Amusements
19. Community agencies and services

20. Local, state and national government
21. Civic problems and responsibilities
22. Delinquency
231. Law enforcement
24. Rights of minorities

25. Progress of minority groups
26. Social ills -- drugs, smoking, sexuality, inflation, etc.

27. History of education
28. Rearing of children
29. Obedience
30. Discipline

A teacher should be ever-observant and on\the alert for subjects of high

interest on which to base group discussions. Here are some of the ways in

which high interest areas can be found:



1. In conversations with students, the teacher should listen for
recurring themes.

2. In a discussion built around current events, notice as to which
article a student selects first. The selection may offer
important clues to a student's interest.

3. In free reading time, notice which books a student chooses or
which articles or stories he wants to read in a magazine or
newspaper.

4. In a listening exercise, the teacher can read selections on the
suggested interest areas. Notice which students respond with
enthusiasm to certain subjects.

5. Speaking or hobbies is another means of detecting the students'
interests.

6. After a field trip, notice what individual students report in
the discussion after the trip.

12
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TENTATIVE PLAN OF WORK FOR ADULT CLASS

The course may consist of the following subject matter which may be
divided into five units:

Unit One

Food for the Family (The selection and participation of same.)

First Week - Introduction, weekly records, forms, principles of
nutrition, fundamentals of diet, family care, food
aids, etc.

Second Week - Meal planning, developing a shopping list, serving
per pound, per food serving, per can of food and
vegetables, tables and weights in measures, also
food buying.

Third Week Wise food buying, principles together with food aids
and brand names, seasonal buying, label reading, and
cost per serving, recipe reading, cooking terns,
measuring, also what they mean, and measures in cooking.

Unit Two

Home Management

Fourth Week - Budgeting time,-energy and money. Decisions about the
use of mental or written budget pertaining to the
management of time.

Fifth Week - Utilizing leisure time in the best possible ways and
means of spending some recreational time.

Sixth Week - Ways of washing and ironing, care and repair of clothing.
Buying soaps and detergents, cleaners, waxes, brooms,
mops, chre of house, floor care, pest control, dusting,
dishwashing,.and methods of the best ways of using
them, cleaning methods.

Unit Three

Family Financial Management

Seventh Week - Buying meats, poultry, fish, meat grades and its prepara-
tion, ways and means of cooking meat.

Eighth Week - The budget, decision-making values and goals, fixed
expenditures, budget plan, and budget book, utilizing
the various mixes, an oatmeal mix, a brownie mix, etc.

- 13
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Ninth Week In buying dairy products, eggs and cerals, and the

utilization of same, evaluation of the program and

review of the past weeks work. Buying fruits and

vegetables, what to buy and storage of foods,
cooking vegetables and fruits.

Unit Fou/

Care of Children

Tenth Week Social, emotional and spiritual

Eleventh Week Mental and physical

Unit Five

Clothing for the Family 3

Twelfth Week Selection of clothing for the entire family for various

occasions.

- 14 -



SUGGESTED OBJECTIVES FOR HOMEMAKING INSTRUCTION

Emphasis on Consumer Education

These objectives were adapted to meet the needs of the class.

Consumer Education was included in all areas:

Clothing (How You and Your Family Look and Dress)

To improve personal appearance
To develop more ability in the proper care of clothing

To understand how to get the most for your money in fabrics

and ready-made clothing.
To learn how to operate and care for the sewing machine

To learn the basic methods of clothing construction

To develop ability in remaking garments.

Food for You and Your Family -

To learn the foods needed for a healthful diet.

To learn how to plan meals around the Basic Four.

To learn ways to buy, store, prepare, and serve food for family

meals.
To learn the basic words used in cookery.

To learn the importance of cleanliness and all safety in the

kitchen.
To learn how to make, use, clean, and store kitchen tools and

equipment. .

To learn how to preserve foods by canning, freezing, or drying

when food is in season.

Family Living -

To find ways of increasing one's understanding of self, family,

and friends.
To learn more about mother and baby care.
To learn more about teenage living.
To gain a greater understanding of the needs and care of the

children.
To learn how to care for the sick and injured of the family.

To learn how to manage money wisely.

Housing

To develop some ability in making home repairs. 'N

To learn how to make.some furnishings and accessories for the

home.
To realize that clean, orderly and artistic surroundings add

to comfort and happiness.
To learn ways of making your home safe..
To learn more ways of storing equipment and household articles.

- 15 -
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TENTATIVE PLAN OF WORK FOR ADULT EDUCATION

The following is a tentative plan of work for adult education in the

field of Home Economics with emphasis on Consumer Education.

I. Clothing

A. Care, mending, storage, spot cleaning, Jarning by hand and

machine, ironing, dressing comfortable and properly for the

job, advantages and disadvantages of washer and dryer.

B. Buying for the family, knowledge in construction, fiber

content, reading labels, knowledge in brands, being well

dressed for the occasion, neatness, clothing budget, in

regard to income, type of work, age, sex, and other

considerations.

C. Ready made versus clothing construction.

II. Good Grooming

A. Cleanliness and neatness

B. Posture, fresh air, sunshine, and rest

C. The right diet, exercise, and proper elimination

D. Buying the right kind of grooming aids

E. Proper use and amount of grooming aids

F. The color, texture, design of the garment which is appropriate

to budget, age, sex, personality, activity of work and occasion

G. Refer to care of clothing

H. Mannerism and etiquette for the occasion

III. Relations

A. 'Good grooming

B. Beliefs in culture

C. Goals and values

D. Mental, social, emotional, physical, spiritual, and financial

stability.

E. Mannerism 'and etiquette for the occasion.

-16 -
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F. Getting along with family members and relatives, peer groups,

teachers, and other people.

G. Good relations should enhance the utilization of timc, money,

and energy in the best possible ways and means of spending

some recreational time with the family.

U. Getting to know you.

IV. .Foods

A. Healthful foods the basic four

B. Develop skills in meal planning, food preparation, reading

recipes, measuring, cooking terminology.

C. Buymanship of food shopping list, seasonal buys, labels,

brands, consumer protection, how much to buy, different kinds

of food storage, cost of storage.

D. Relating art to food

E. Food preservation

F. Uses of leftovers

G. Diets and weight control

H. Food aids prepared foods.

.
Prepared foods versus nonPrepared foods

V. Child Guidance

A. Pre and post natal care

B. Mother and baby care

C. The development of the child

1. Physical

2. Emotional

3. Social

4. Mental

5. Spiritual

6. Moral

D. Understanding the child -- developmental tasks

E. Understanding parenthood

F. The child's relation 'to environment

G. The child's future

- 17



VI. Home Care of the Sick and Injured

A. The relationship of the child to that of grandparents or other

relatives living in the same household

B. Communicable diseases

C. Other diseases

D. First-aid

E. General Care of the sick

F. A room for the sick or injured

VII. Housing

A. Definition of a home and a house

B. Upkeep of house house cleaning, storage, repairs, safety

C. Relating art to the home

D. Making the home attractive making cUrtains, upholstering,
refinishing furniture, redoing furniture, antiquing, etc.

E. Arts and crafts for the home

F. Furniture styles

G. Buying and arranging furniture and accessories

H. Functional and non-functional accessories

I. The interior and exterior of the house

J. Renting versus home ownership ,

K. Building versus buying a built house

L. Location of house

M. Floor planning

N. Upkeep of house

0. Legalities
1. Buying and selling

2. Zoning

3. Takes

4. Insurances

5. Responsibilities of owning a house

6. Funerals

7. Wills

8. Inheritance

18 -
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VIII.. Suggested Guidelines to Consider with all Units of Work

Consider the utilizatin of time, energy, and mone2y so as to

spend some recreational needs with the family. Considex the

utilization of time, money, and energy by:

A. Making substitutions

B. Improvising

C. The use of the right method and equipment

D. Reading instructions on use aIld care of all equipment

and items used in regard to each unit of work

E. Understanding why you are involved, what is involved,

and how you are involved

F. Taking safety precautions

G. Following a mental or written budget of time and money

13. Following a mental or written schedule of work and time

I. Providing a place for everything and everything in its place

J. A budget of time, energy, and money may be the key to --

clean, orderly, safe, healthy, comfortable, convenient,

attractive, and happy surroundings.

- 19-
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CHARACTERISTIC TRAITS DESCRIBING INDIVIDUAL'S PROGRESS

The class was held fourteen times
Students were rated after each class period

Students's Name 1.

No. Traits Evidence of Practice

1 Adaptability It took her quite some time to adapt. Towards the
end of the class she was mingling in small groups
quite well.

2 Attractiveness She was a pleasant person to be with and it appeared
that she enjoyed speaking to and being with someon.e.

3 Interest She was always one of the first one's in class. She
came to my house twice for individual help when she
wanted to finish her daughter's jumper in time for her
birthday.

4 Carefulness She was quite attentive and careful in following
instructions.

5 'Considerateness Often times, she would offer to help in setting the
refreshment table or clearing it.

6 Cooperation When we discussed the possibility of making tamales
for the athletic banquet, she was one of the first
to volunteer to help.

Dependability She always brought the materials that were needed
for class.

Enthusiasm' She never lost any time in 'getting started with her
work. She showed enthusiasm when conversing mostly
with a_smile.

9 Fluency She would often stutter when contributing in question
and answer periods with the teacher. As she gained
confidence, her enunciation improved.

10 Forcefulness She wasn't a stimulating person bbt had a nice
disposition.

-20-
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25 Thrift Thriftness comes with resourcefulness. She has

improved but-has a long way to go yet.

26 Fairness She appeared reasonable.

27 Discipline She never annoyed me in-anyway.

28 Clearness Her.enunciation became better as a social status

improved.

29 Willingness She seamed glad when asked to help or participate.

30 Sense of humor Towards the end of the class she displayeU agreement

when the ladies teased each other.

31 Justice She was the type that would go out of the way to be

fair.

32 Friendliness In her shy way, she was friendly.

33 Good Voice Her voice was pleasant and quite feminine.

34 Sincerity Honesty was within her gestures.

35 Pleasing Manger It was between a shy and refined type of mannerism,

36 SOciability She was not sociable at all at first. The ladies

for the most part were considerate and made an attempt

to associate with her.

37 Sympathy She appeared sympathetic.

38 Encouragement She Isis the type that with encouragement was able
to gik encouragement to others. This she displayed

after learning became helpful.

39 Patience She appears to be the type that would even be
forbearance of faults.



CHAPTER III

'ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
STUDENT AND CLASS EVALUATION

The sampling used for the evaluation students and class was taken from

a group of twelve students. Six of these students were not absent from class

at any one thne while the other six were each absent once. Six students were

selected at random to evaluate the program.

The following devices wer. Used to evaluate the students at the end of

the class: Pupil Needs (Appendix C), thoice of Activity Leads to Meeting

Pupil Needs and Characteristic Traits Describing Individual's Progress.

The evaluations were based on observations and with a humanist pointitf view

placing emphasis on the interest in human ideals and needs.

The reliability of the student's evaluation outcome has been Checked

against the graph and chart which I proposed as I saw the student's progress.

The graph titled, Influence of Teacher on Students signifies tinoutcome

of, how I felt I had influenced my students. The chart titled, Adult Education

Progress Chart indicates the progress of the students as I observed without

my influence.
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EVALUATION

No. SUMMARY OF DESIRABLE
TEAChhR CHARACTERISTICS
CRITERIA FOE TEACHING

EVIDENCE OF PRACTICE

1 Pupils' Interest in Subject Pupil interest was evident-in that
they remained;beyond the 2-hour class
period most often 3 hours.

2 Ph sical Condition in Room Fridays were devoted to leaving the
department tidy and attractive.
Prior to class, one hour was spent
on rechecking equipment, etc.

Attitude of Pupils They came into the classroom full
of gaiety, and they left in the
same manner.

4 Pupil Activity Class time was spent in directed
activity. Most projects were planned
by the teacher and students before
departure.

Definite Teacher Aim Teacher and student objectives were
kept in mind throughout the class
period.

6 Responsiveness of Pilpils Pupils responded to demonstrations
with attentiveness and appreciativeness.
Students seemed impressed with each
others project or projects.

7 General Attitude of Teacher
and Pupil

I was very much at ease with Chis
group and in return'I never felt that
any embarrassment nor fear existed

'among the students.

8 Atmosphere of Classroom Through indirect.teaching, displays,
samples and bulletin boards, etc.,
converaation and communication was
easily achieved among the women.
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5/24/70 Laying pattern on fabric
cutting and tracing pattern. 25

She felt an increased under-
standing of garment relation-
ship. She had graduated to
having her own machine.

5/31/70 Skipped lesson of 4/12/70.
Demonstration on putting

on an invisible neck
zipper.

16-17-22

23-25

She felt confident enough to
work on darts and straight
seams at home. Felt insecure
about sewing on an invisible
zipper. Did well.

6/7/70 Worked on lesson on 5/3/70 at 23-25

home,. Demonstration on
setting in collar and neck
facings. Worked on collar

and facings.

Her work and ambition kept her
so busy that she no longer had
the fear of not learning and
staying.behind. Success.

6/14/70 Demonstration on sleeve.
Set in one sleeve and
started on the other.

13-25 An increased ability in carrying
out a purposeful activity.
Completely without supervision
helped her to enhance her
acceptance.

6/21/70 Bastings from sleeves
removed, sleeves clipped,
hemming, pressing, and
labeling dress.

4-6-25 The use cf leisure time will
go into making.her own clothes,
saving money and absorbing the
prestige of accomnplishment.

6/28/70 A party and style show
cambination was held at
Mrs. Gallegos' home.

12-16-25 She has a complete understanding
of what was involved in sewing --
consumer-wise and social-wise.
A philosophy correlated with
leisure time aspects completes
the accomplishment of this
project.

ELABORATION

Thisrperson was-quite7sbylind-wl_thdrawn-at-the-beginning_ ,-the7class,----1-can only

attribute her improvement to her interest in sewing. Once she learned how to sew'

well on her own, she unfolded from the self-centered shy, insecured individual and

blossomed into a person with an improved personality which was more suited to her',

comforts of living and that of the.community.

25 -
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CHARACTERISTIC TRAITS DESCRIBING INDIVIDUAL'S PROGRESS

The class was held fourteen times
Students were rated after each class period

Student's Name 2.

No. Traits Evidence of Practice

1 Adaptability This lady adapted beautifully from the beginning.

2 Attractiveness She was very amiable.

3 Interest Her interests were catered towards food where she

related and displayed artistic abilities.

4 Carefulness At first she was not too careful about measurements.
Several demonstrations-were given and she continued

to improve.

5 Considerateness From the beginning of the class, she started working

towards cooking projects. She learned her way about

and was helpful in helping others.

6 Cooperation She was most cooperative.

Dependability She neveffailed to bring ingredients and equipment

needed.

Enthusiasm Her feelings were as fervant and earnest as those

of a typical high school girl.

9 Fluency Her English seemed flilent enough; however, I did

detect an orient accent at times. She appeared to be

'Of orient descent.

10 Forcefulnesa At first it appeared that she was over anxious to

start her project and would often times be messy.

11 Good Judgment Good judgment again is attributed to observations,

practice, and evaluation of'work done.
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12 Health She appeared healthy and energetic.

13 Honesty Honest as honest Abe. She once borrowed an egg from

the department and came during the week to repay the

egg.

14 Industry At first she had a sort of disorganleation type of

industry. From.ten to twenty minutes of the class

were spent on demonstrating to instill neatness,

organization, and evaluating techniques.

15 Leadership -Towards the end of class, she conducted herself more

towards leadership.

16 Magnetism She would often enthuse the'other ladies working at
the kitchen.

17 Neatness. She was always tidy and clean as far as she was
concerned, but took t:o neatnes9 and organization
while.working like ducks take i70 water.

18 OpenMindedness I didn't detect prejudice in her personality at all.

She was always pleasant to everyone.

19 Originality She didn't appear to have much originality; however
she posed creativeness and with practice her dormant
abilities would blossom.'

20 Progressiveness The neatness and organization which she learned
helped,her to progress in her work. She became

aware of the importance for organization.

21 Promptness She was never late to class.

.

22 Refinement Neatness and organization in her work brOught her the

kind of refineness that was compatible to her
personality.

'23 Scholarship She was quick and eager to learn.

24 Self-command Her self-command was good.



26 Fairness The use and care for equipment protrayed just and
fairness.

27 Discipline She was most pleasant.

28 Clearness When she fumbled over her enunciation, 1 attributed
to her over energetic personality.

29 Willingness She was always most willing to help. She found

pleasure in helping others.

30 Sense of humor She was always quick and eager when it came to
friendly teasing.

31 Justice She was as just and fair as fair can be.

32 Friendliness Her pleasing personality radiated her friendliness
like the rays of the sun. 1.

33 Good Voice The pleasantness of-her voice correlated with her
petiteness.

34 Sincerity Even though, she didn't appear to be too serious
of a person, I suspect that there was a great deal
of sincerfty.

35 Pleasing Manner She was most pleasant. Her pleasing personality
was like a fragrance in the air.

36 Sociability Her sociability was an asset to her personality.

37 Sympathy She had a great feeling for ethics. She was sym-
pathetic of the students involved in the demonstra-
tion at Highlands.

38 Encouragement The manner in which she started her work was
inspiring to others.



39 Patience The calmness whiCh she later acquired went with her
perserverance for work.

40 Temper Her dispOsition was nice all the time.

41 Sportsmanship She was artistic and volunteered to do the calling
cards for the athletic banquet.

42 Impartial I never detected impartiality in her.

43 Knowledge Her comprehension was terrific. She grasped
instructions well.

44 Personality She has so much enthusiasm that it get ahead of her
at times.

45 Disposition Her temperament was a most stable one.



CHOICE OF ACTIV4TY LEADS TO MEETING PUPIL NEEDS (OBSERVATIONS)

Date Name of Activities
. _

3/29/70 Filmstrip on pie making was

shown. Made a cherry pie.

Needs Evidence in Meeting_ Needs

1-18 She wanted to make a pie thac
was her f irst objective. She
failed to set standards for
her work; I felt the filmstrip
would help.

4/5/70 Demonstration on making
apple pies. Making
apple pies.

18-21-22 The demonstration and the class-
room situation helped her to
break away from messy little
habits acquired at home.

4/12/70 Back to making cherry pies-
one for her and one for her

neighbor.

4/19/70 Demonstration on cheese
cake cherry topping.
Make cheese cake.

4/26/70 Demonstration on making
biscochi tos . Making

biscochitos.

5/3/ 70 Demons t ra t ion on

empanaditas. Making

empanqd t as .

11-23-25 She is beginning to take count
of the self assurance that she
thought she had about her work.
She worked with care and
objec tives .

11-4-75 Her management habits are helping
her to realize that well-made
things save money, time and
energy.

5/10/ 70 Demons Ira t ion on arrangi ng

flowers, make a punch
flower ring and rosettes.
Making rosettes.

1-3-5-25

11-23-25

3-5-7-25

35

She Wanted to learn how to make
biscochitos good and attractive.
She did but it took some practice
before she could manipulate the
cookie cutter.

She, is beginning to strongly
realize that the type of
assurance that she had as not
qual ity assurance.

Her definition for creativeness
is learning how to do things
right with neatness and
attractiveness.



5/17/70 Demonstration on household 14-22-25

hints -- care of equipment
and stains on clothing items.
Demonstration on pinwheel
cookies.

This demonstration and discussion
brought out quite a bit of dis-
cussion pertaining to how to
solve The pinwheel
cookies overwhelmed them.

5/24/70 Demonstration on how to make 11-22-25

tamales. She sets a nice
table for refreshments.
Make pinwheel cookies and
tamales.

She was real proud of her table
service but most of all at
having accomplished art in
making tamales.

5/31/70 Demonstration on sweet
potato pie. Makes sweet
potato pie. .

11-22-25 The demonstration intrigued her
in that she was surprised"to
find out that,the potato pie
mixture was runny and yet
would set.

6/7/70 Demonstration on cinnamon 17-21-22

rolls. Makes cinnamon rolls. 25
She had trouble making cinnamon
rolls because of the temperature
of the milk. She understood the
relationship of warm vs. hot
milk in working with yeast.

6/14/70 Demonstration on jewel cake
Makes jewel cake.

2-9-22-25 This took quite a bit of
preparation on the demonstration
part. This was quite a challenging
project for her, but was capable.

6/21/70 Discussed the party for
class. Helps to plan and
arrange party.

2-6-7 I am conscience that this lady
22-25 has catering abilities.

6/28/70 Party at Mrs. Gallegos'
home.

2-13-19
21-22-25

She made a lovely hostess and
was very proud of her endeavors.
'Pie ladies admired her ability.

ELABORATION

As you have probably noticed this person seemed over confident in her ability.

Ability she had, working habits she didn't. At the end, she was quite convinced

that the use of time, money, and energy can be most surely achieved by setting

criteria and objectives. The observations awl evaluations from the demonstrations

helped her to realize her mistakes and calm her into taking her time to plan and

organize her work if she wanted to be anywhere between 80Z to 100% successful.
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CHARACTERISTIC TRAITS DESCRIBING INDIVIDUAL'S PROGRESS

The class was held fourteen times
Students were rated after each class period

Student's Name 6.

No. Traits Evidence of Practice

1 Adaptability She seemed adaptable but at the same time exposed
some amount of an inferiority complex.

2 Attractiveness Her attire indicated that of below income; however
she was always neat.

3 Interest The one thing that she was interested in was to
learn how to use her sewing machine.

4 Carefulness She was most attentive when instructions were given
especially on the use of the sewing machine
attachments.

5 Considerateness She would often times ask, "how do you have ttne to
do so much?" My reply of course was that all my
associates are helpful.

6 Cooperation Nothing pleased her more than to get'involved in
helping someone.

7 Dependability I mentioned to her that if she wanted to learn how
to use her sewing machine well that she would have
to use it in class. She did.

8 Enthusiasm The more she learned about her sewing machine dhe
more enthused in sewing she became.

9 Fluency She preferred speaking Spanish. She spoke with a
pleasant rhythmic tone which was most becoming.

10 Forcefulness She was energetic about her work, but never forceful.

- 32 -
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11 Cood Judgment Most of the time she would underestimate her

potentiality.

12 Health She was evidently healthy as she never missed a class.

13 Honesty I don't believe that she was honest with herself in

that she underestimated her abilities. Other than

that she seemed quite honest.

14 Industry She was most industrious. It was hard to get her,

away from the sewing machine for coffee break.

15 Leadership At the beginning she didn't display leadersnip
ability. It was towards the end of the class when
she learned to use the sewing machine that she
displayed leadership ability.

16 Magnetism She told me that she had influenced her daughter
who didn't like to sew,into sewing and that she was
doing quite well.

t.

17 Neatness She was neat in regard to cleanliness. She didn't .

seem to know how to coordinate her attire in regard

to color, design, etc. Sewing helped her.

18 Openmindedness She was most understanding.

19 Originality At first she was dormant'like but livened with
practice, adVice, and observation.

20 Progressiveness For someone whO couldn't sew straight she made ,

tremendous progress. She constantly sewed in class
as well as at home for her girls.

21 Promptness She was one of the first persons to arrive.

22 Refinement As her good grooming tactics improved so did her
refinement.

23 Scholarship She soon realized that she wasn't as backward as she
thought. The more she learned the more confidence she

displayed.



24 Self-control Her nine children, I'm sure, helped her to gain
self-eontrol.

25 Thrift With practice,.she became thrifty in laying the
pattern on the material. "Every little bit counts,"

she would say.

26 Fairness She was fair to everyone, I thought, except herself
in that she underestimated herself.

27 Discipline She was quite cheerful and attentive in class.

28 Clearness In Spaniah conversation, she was quite clear, when
it came to speaking English, her conciousness was
a liability to her.

29 Willingness Inspite of her large family, I was surprised that
she was always willing to come to class.

30 Sense of Humor She didn't indicate too much of an agressiveness
when came to teasing.

31 Justice I thought that she was quite conscientious.

32 Friendliness She was friendly in a sort of respectful manner.

33 Good Voice Her voice was most pleasant and good natured.

34 Sincerity I thought that most of her sincerity was protrayed in
her big brown eyes.

35 Pleasing Manner Her pleasant disposition and mannerism were indicative
of her Spanish descent.

36 Sociability She was sociable in a sort of reserved way.

.37 Sympathy When she started on a new project, it was always
for my poor mama or my poor Juanito. She seemed
anxious to have enough time to sew for everyone.
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38 Encouragement All that this lady needed was a bit of encouragenent,
and to prove to herself that she had the ability to

learn.

39 Patience When she had to rip a zipper twice until it was put
in right and neat, she patiently went along following
instructions all over again.

40 Temper She displayed the same disposition throughout class -
cheerful but tired looking.

41 Sportsmanship She had the openmindedness of a mature indiv dual.

42 Impartial The fact that she showed concern for all her
children makes her an impartial mother.

43 Knowledge Her knowledge was that of routine housewifry
perhaps lacking a touch of art and good grooming
factors.

44 Personality She was a person of high morality.

45 Disposition She was most sincere and stable.
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Date

CHOICE OF ACTIVITY LEADS TO MEETING PUPIL NEEDS (OBSERVATIONS)

Name of Activities Needs

3/29t70 The use of the sewing
machine. Cleaned and oiled
machine as well as
practiced.

3-4-11

Evidence in Meeting Needs

She felt that she needed to
learn to use the sewing machine
to make clothing for her nine
children. She seemed determined
to learn.

4/5/70 Alterations were made on
one pattern so as to be
able to use it for three
different girls.

7-17-22 She brought her three gii=ls,
ages 9, 10, 11. Alterations
were recorded. She drew names.
Her girls were sent home and
she started working.

4/12/70 Having her material all
straightened out, she
proceeded laying pattern
on fabric, cutting, and
tracing.

Cutting out notches and tracing
markings began to fit in like
a puzzle as she understood.

4/19/70 Demonstration on darts.
Practice making darts.
Sew straight seams, press
and hang garment.

17-22-25 When she saw the partial garment
finished.to the best of her
ability, her hopes began to
rise. Thus, she gained confidence.

4/26/70 Demonstration on neckline
zipper application. Sewing
on the zipper.

23-25 Being able to complete this big
project with ease and quality
gave her a sense of prestige.

5/3/70 Study illustrative materials 7-11-23-25
and ask questions. Work on
neck and arm hole facings as
well as clip and tack.

She was beginning to show a lot
of progress, self-assurance and
direction.

5/10/70 Demonstration on hemming or
shrinking in the fulness.
Work on hem and began a new
garment.

2-12-25
26

She got over anxious and did the
hem at home. She had pleats on
the tem and had to redo it. She
pressed the dress, tagged it and
felt quite proud of her accom-
plishment.
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5/17/70 The same experience as
dated that of 4/12/70

4-7-17

,

Evitlence of meeting needs are
the same as those of 4/12/70 with
increased ability.

5/24/70 The same experience as
that dated 4/19/70

17-22-25 Evidence of meeting needs are
the same as those of 17-22-70
with increased ability.

5/31/70 The same experience as
that dated 4/26/70

23-25 Evidence of meeting needs are
the same as those of 23-25
with increased ability.

6/7/70 The same experience as
.that dated 5/3/70

7-11-23-25 Evidence of meeting needs are
the same as those of 7-11-23-25
with incieased ability.

6/14/70 The same experience as
that dated 5/10/70

2-12-25-26 Evidence of meeting needs are
the same as those of 2-13-26
with an increased ability.

6/21/70 The same experience as
that dated 4/12/70. She

is to finish the third dress
at home.

4-11-17 Evidence of meeting needs are
the same as those of 4-11-17.
When she finishes the third
dress I will take a picture of
the three girls.

6/28/70 A party was held at Mrs.
Gallegos' home to culminate
activities and to plan the
possibility of another class.

23 I feel sure in assuming that
she will finish the third garment
and be as proud as a peacock. Her
previous work is indicative of
.success.

ELABORATION

This person looked forward to class time as party time. Being able to get away

from the house

self-assurance

to sew was a treat for her. It brought her relaxation and the

that she needed to get rid of.that inferiority complex. She

accepted herself for what she was and continued to work on both her liabilities and

assets.
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CHARACTERISTIC TRAITS DESCRIBING INDIVIDUAL'S PROGRESS

No.

The
Students

Traits

class was held fourteen times
were rated after each class period

Students's Name 7.

Evidence of Practice

1 Adaptability Her job as a clerk, I am sure, was an asset to this
lady. The first day of the meeting sh ,t. came late
and as she walked in, she introduced herself.

2 Attractiveness She is most attractive.

3 Interest Her main interest from the start was learning to bake.

4 Carefulness She wanted to learn how to measure properly, and all
she could about the rights and wr ngs of baking.

Considerateness This lady would bring her mother.and her two girls
with her from time to t me. She thought that they
too could profit from the class.

6 Cooperation She was always willing to give a helping hand.

7 Dependability She came tardy once and phoned to that effect.

8 Enthusiasm Because she worked, she wanted to learn some short
cuts about cooking. She had all kinds of ideas
pictured that she thought she'd try.

9 Fluency She was quite fluent.

10 Forcefulness The binding effect that she had on people was
gracious.

11 Good Judgment She enjoyed working with sec;uential and experimental
work.

12 Health She seemed healthy. She was always radiantly
friendly.
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13 Honesty She would always make sure at the end of class that

the kitchen was left clean and everything had

put away properly. I never worried about the kitcher

being untidy.

14 Industry Before she finished, one project, she knew what she

wanted to do next.

15 Leadership She acted as my helper in the kitchen. She had

attended 4-H cooking workshops that I had sponsored

for teenage groups. She was quite advanced.

16 Magnetism Her personality is catching.

17 Neatness She was just as tidy as she was orderly and neat. 410

18

19

20

Openmindedness She was most receptive and.understanding.

Originality Her hobby one might say was hitchhiking creativeness.

ProgressiVeness Her desire to progress went hand in hand with her

industry.

21 Promptness She valued being on time and starting on time.

22 Refinement Courtesy seemed to be her motto. In essence it was

quite insistant and persistant.

23 Scholarship She had scholastic ability for everything that she

set her mind to do. Her effort was tremendous.

24 Self-control Her energies were well commanded towards the best

side of behavior.

25 Thrift She attributed her recent thriftness to a haney

basic mix.

39-
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26 Fairness When she and one of the ladies worked together making
biscochitos the cookies were divided fairly and
equally. They even tossed a penny for the odd cookie.

27 Discipline Her Iliscipline had great refineness.

28 Clearness Her perception was quite accurate.

29 Willingness From time to time there were activities that I
thought were worth while to capture. Some of the
ladies displayed shyness; while she was always
willing to take a picture. She wag thaice-breaker.

30 Sense of Humor She gladly and joyfully entered into the humor of
conversation.

31 Justice Her participation merited fairness at all times.

32 Friendliness She had a winning personality.

33 Good Voice She was small but her voice was dynamic. Her voice
was strong and fip.

34 Sincerity Her planning was always meaningful and filled with
practicality and sincerity.

35 Pleasing Manner Her pleasing mannerism soon won her the friendship
of all the ladies.

36 Sociability Ability she had'from social to creativeness.

37 Sympathy She sympathized with her'aged mother whom she would
occasionally bring to.class. She soon gained the
admiration of the group. She also set a good
example to her girls.

38 Encouragement She was always looking for improvement.

L
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CHARACTERISTIC TRAITS DESCRIBING INDIVIDUAL'S PROGRESS

The class was held fourteen times
Students werf! rated after each class period

Student's Name 9.

No. Traits Evidence of Practice

1 Adaptability Being w...tn people seemed the most material thing in

the world for this person.

2 Attractiveness She was most pleasant and amiable.

3 Interest This is a mother who lost a fifteen year old *son

last year. At times she's bubbling with interest and

then withers. That's when we come in inconspiciously.

4 Carefulness This lady is a perfectionest. She does her work

well and fast.

5 Considerateness She is considerate and appreciative.

6 Cooperation She was most cooperative.

7 Dependability This lady was never late nor missed a meeting.

8 Enthusiasm For the most part, she was interested in making and
freezing food to await the arrival of her son from
Vietnam. She also became enthused about working
with household crafts.

9 Fluency She has good comnand of English language. She is a

teaching substitute.

10 Forcefulness She uses the psychological approach for the most

part.

11 Good Judg17,ent Her judgment is terrific.

-



12 Health

I 3 liOnesty

7

The only factors titat I detect are her emotional
;1-ief and being over weight. She is on a diet and
is continuing to lose weight.

She was always careful about leaving the premises
clean and tidy.

Indw.trv ihis.was a person who was always two steps ahed.

I) 1-2adership I nave encouraged this person into finishing her
collcite work. Sne seems to think she is too old. 1

.i7-1 sure that it would do her good intellectually
psveholo0eallv.

17

!! t L7' 1-1.1L; per';on ',sou ld 1-,C(.071(' influenced cas i 1 v th ;Aril
7.()11': t on. .11.7.1vs seemed interest«1 in 1..,hat

t rei:t wete do i

:. ;it i:ht proble:-.1 is a 1 i al) i i tv , other than that
neat and t i [010 her;elf and her work.

--.`:= tinders t hd n .ind t roe f Tom pre,iud CC`

P1-07-ptnt:

-f.ctinerent

1 (. ono. thin.:7_ that she seemed to emphasize
1:- one hor o1,icotives. She continued to show
t_.titerrent.

;:ould often work on as manv as three projects
dttrini: our class ;7ectings. As she would core in with

project materials she would s,11., -better watch
t'Ut here Lomcs the town."

A I on t ire and was one of t'le last ones
to leave.

Her eves sparkled with refinement.

Scbolarship :he wa,-; able to perceive quickly and easily.

4
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24 Self-control Her faculties were under control, it was just her
sad facial expression at times that would give her

away.

25 Thrift She got to be quite thrifty in the field of consumer
education.

26 Fairness She was most fair and thoughtful.

27 Discipline Her being in class was an asset to the discipline
of the class.

28 Clearness She had the ability to relate well processes and
methods of doing things. She wrote the recipe for
tamales that she and I had experimented with.

29 Willingness She was most willing to help out and to try out new

leatlings.

30 Sense of Humor She had an extraordinary sense of humor.

31 Justice She was forever rendering compliments. (All merited,
of course.)

32 Friendliness She had a winning personality.

33 Good Voice Her voice carried well and was distinct.

34 Sincerity Everything th'at this person did or said indicated

deep sincerity.

35 Pleasing Manner She was most pleasant to be with, talk to, and have
in class.

36 Sociability Her instinct for people had a high degree of
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7 SvrpathV

3F, Lncour,e;vment

.39 t i ence

'4() reper

She had a great deal ot sympathy.

k.,as able and ready to receive and give ideas.

As she demons t rat ed on how to arrange I I (wers she

reminded ne of Francis IN'avland Parker. She talked

with her head, hands, and heart.

In mv hooks she rated high in quality of mind.

41 Sportsmanship her sportmanship, athletic, social and emotional

:' ui I keen.

Inpartial 1
don't helieve that this person would he partial.

La01,-ledye 1 '-ould rate her apprehension high.

onalit,

i in r f!.r4;iti(,11 thc clflss nlv;11's r,ost

HiTht say that she a charm.ing personality.

--------------



Date

CHOItE OF ACTIVITY LEADS TO MEETING PUPIL NEEDS (OBSERVATIONS)

Name of Activities

3/29/70 Making a flower arrangement
(L shaped). She saw flower
arrangement filmstrip.

Needs

1-5-8-10
12-23

Evidence In Meeting Needs

She had a need for activity as
well as being with or belonging
to a group. The outcome of the
project pleased her as well as
the group.

4/5/70 She made biscochitos to
send to her boy in
Vietnam. Had a demonstration
before doing it.

2-8-22 She learned how to use the
cookie press and make pretty
and good native cookies.

4/12/70 Demonstration on how to
make empanaditas. She makes

empanaditas to send to her
boy in Vietnam

2-8-22-"5 Learning how to flute empanaditas
was something that she craved
but didn't totally succeed in
doing. She did most of them
with the pinking shears.

4/19/70 Demonstration on making
tortillas de nixtomal,
blue corn tortillas for
enchiladas. She makes
tortillas.

5-6-7-22 The tortillas took quite a bit
of time to make. She started
at school and finished at home.
She felt quite succcssful with
this project.

4/26/70 Reports on enchiladas that
she made and froze to await
her son. She brought a
sample which we all tasted.

21-22-23-25 This time she continues to learn
how to flute empanaditas, which
she mastered quite well.

5/3/70 Made more empanaditas to 4-5-22-25

freeze. Receives individual
help. She learns how to alter
a dress that was too big.

5/10/70 Same as above 4-5-22-25

She had two brand new dresse:: in
the closet hanging like white
elephants for nearly two years.
She had been afraid to ruin them.
She learned how to alter them, did
a beautiful job and wore them to
class.



5/17/70 Made wreaths for Memorial 4-5-11-25
Day.

5/24/70 Continued to make Memorial 4-5-11-25
Day wreaths.

She thought that having to buy
nine wreaths would be too
expensive. She asked me for
information pertaining to savings,
if she would make the wreaths. I

told her that she probably would
save money but what about the
time and work involved? She said
she thought that she could do it.
She made them and saved.

5/31/70 Observes other ladies make 5-7-25
Ojos de Dios. She began
to make an Ojo de Dios.

6/14/70 She was given a demonstration 4-5-21-25
on how to mal(e rosettes, A pArt-,'

cookie. Makes rosettes tor A
bridal shower.

6/21/70 Continues to make rosettes.
She helped with refreshments
for the Junior-Senior Prom.

4-5-21-25

She desired help with instructions
and color combinations which she
perceived well. She did such a
nice job of the first that she
thought of making one for her
brother for whom she had been
wanting to get a house gift.

She made two hundred rosettes
which were inexpensive and
attractive. This proved to be
an unusual dessert which attracted
great attention.

Same as above except this time
these were something like four
hundred of them.

6/28/70 To culminate events, a party 14-19-25
was held at Mrs. Gallegos'
home. Class may convene in
two weeks.

It was interesting to discuss the
many differen:: things we had done.
Most interesting was that we had
such a congenial and interesting
group of people to work with. She
suggested that we start all over
again.

ELABORATION

Of all the ladies in class she was probably the one that profited tae most in that it

restored her mental health. Eight months after having lost her fifteen year old boy,

her oldest son was called to the service where he had been stationed in Vietnam. She

expects him to come home for good in about a month. This is the reason for making and

freezing all those goodies.

4 9
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The Junior-Senior Prom refreshment conmittee asked me to help them with the

planning of refreshments. They wanted something unusual; I recommended rosettes.

They liked the idea. At the same time this lady also wanted something unusual

for a bridal party. I suggested that the Junior-Senior Prom committee meet

together with her to learn to make rosettes.

50-
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No.

CHARACTERISTIC TRAITS DESCRIBING INDIVIDUAL'S PROGRESS

The class was held fourteen times.

Students were rated after each class period.

Student's Name

Traits Evidence of Practice

1 Adaptability

2 Attractiveness

She adapted to the class from the beginning.

She seemed interested in learning about color,

design, and texture as it related to dressing

;Atractively.

3 Interest She was interested in her work as well as that

others.

Carefulness She handled her material so carefully; it made one

teel she was handling mink instead of cotton.

5 Considerateness She knew that I came early to set a nice table :.nd

make last minute preparations.

6 Cooperation

10

She offered to coMe a little early and help. I

was deli4;hted to have her help me.

Dependability I
couP always depend on her to set an attractive

table.

Enthusiasi,'.

Fluency

:larv felt enthused about: hclonOng. It was as

she was starting all over again.

!ler fluency was that of a sr:woth, soft, and ;42lI

articulated speech .

Forcefulness iier enthusiasm vas an easv-going type of interest,

not forceful.

i 1 Loo: judgement Mien alterations had to ;-e nade in one ,1. her

dresses, she preferr-A t alter the dress in su(:,

a way so as Cc wear it vith or ...itheut a belt.

_



12 Health She looked vibrantly healthy.

13 Honesty I never had anything disappear from any of the
ladies, teachers, or the department.

14

_

Industry She applied herself constantly to whatever she
was doing.

15 Leadership She had great potential to guide.

16 Magnetism As I mentioned before, she had an easv-going type
of force.

17 Neatness One might say that she was a,; neat AS A rill.

18 Openmindedness She wasa-; cordial to the anglo ladies as she was
to the Spanish.

19 Originality 1Then altering her dress, she decided that the full-
ness that she had in the front would make a nice
pleat and wondered if she could use it.

20. Frogressivoless She was not afraid to try anything new. She

learned how to put on an invisable zipper.

21 Promptness She was never late to class.

22 Refinement She had a certaia type cf Spanish Senora refinement

23 Scholarship She was able to translate the pattern instructions
from the pictures quite well. She also followed

instructions well.

24 Self-control Her self-command complimented her maturity.

25 Thrift Her efforts were always directed towards a certain
amount uf accomplishment

26 Fairness She and her sister-in-law made the same dress; they

also shared equipment. She seemed more than fair

in her gesture.
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2/ Discipline She was an astet to mylasi.

28 Clearness She preferred that Tlipeak to her in Spanish,
Her Spanish was clear and. distinct.

29 Willingness She was most cooperative.

Sense of Humor She would always make sothething out of nothing
when, it came to fun.

31 Justice

32 Friendliness

33 Good Voice

She always did her share of the work.

She was most friendly and cheerful.

Her voice carried well'ithen she spoke Spanish.
When she sioke English, she felt insecure:

34 'Sincerity .

35 Pleasing Manner

36 Sociability

When she complimented, one felt appreciative.

She was mannerly at' all times.

She was well poised.

37 Sympathy She missed class one Sunday because she felt .that
her father-in-law's death was stilk quite in her
husband's heart.

A

38 Encouragement 'When her sister-in-law would become frustrated, she
would patiefirly show her how to go about her work.

39 Patience 14. times I thought that..phe was overly patient;
apecially with her sister-in-law.

40 Tiemper She was even tempered.

41 Sportsmanship When donations were collected in the classroom to
buy cards and flowers, she always .gave het share.

42 Impartial She treated ev-e-ryone in the classrooM with impar-
tiality.

- 53. -
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43 Knolredge,,

. :

7Knowiedge war the thing she desired .to accom
plish the most 'from the.clasto. She ,believed. in

. ..

learning to do many things.

44 Personality
,

She had a pleasing perscnality.

45 Disposition She also had a very pleasing disposition.

4*,
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-CHOICE OF ACTIVITY LEADS TO MEETING PUPIL NEEDS (OBSERVATIONS)

Date Name of Activities

3/29/.70, Flower arrangement for
living room.

Needa Evidence in Meetin Needs

e."

She made an arrangement similar
to the one that she wanted to
buy.for.$8 less what the arrange-
ment would have cost her.

4/5/70: 'Making handy mix-for baking

.10.0.ationa lade two cherry
pies,.

4.4Mleel

19-25 One of the ladies told her that
her crust had come out good by
using the mix. She also made
a friend.

4/ 2/70, Plaster of Paris flower
vase.

11:13
25-26

She was so proud of.herself for
having made something that to
her seemed complIcated. .She
actually showed off'.

4/19/70 Biscochitos 97-1625 The cookie press intrigued her.
She wanted toidevelop the tech-
nique of the demonstrator. She
nade cookies for a bridal party.

4/26/797-Learn to use a sewing
; machine. Selecting h

pattern.

10-11-5 Siie learned how to use the sewing

25 , machine by working out sample
materials presented. The pattern
-she selected assured her ability.

5/1/70 Study pattern for da
-simple sleeveless, Cpllar-
less dress alter pattern.

--7:45-21- -There -Otre several things that
25 she didn't understand about

seWing..:-She planned for her
garment and learned, about the
machine.

5/10/70 Straighten fabric. Lay
pdttern on fabric pro-
perly,

'1

4-17-22
25

Learning of the reasons as'to.*
why certain things are done a
certain way helped her recognize
the quality her garment would
possess.

5/17/70 Cutting and marking her
material. Learning how
td make functidhal parts
'---de6onStration.)

16-17
22-25

iThe more she worked with sewing
the more,she recognized Oat
sewing was'like a puzzle -
fitting Farts.

r
444
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5/24/70 Making a dart sample -
making darts as well as

\ sewing straight seams. .

Pressingseams.

1 I t

4-20-25 At this point she was vonvinced
that she wds going to make a .

nice garment because she was
gdtting all the help needed.

5/31/70 Demonstration on how .to
put a zipper. Putting in
a metal neckline zipper.

7-10-22
2.5

After the demonstration she was
a bit hesitant to start, however
she had the illustrative mate-
rials needed ahd also help.'45

6/7/70 Working with circumference
seams -2neck and armhole
facoings. Understitching.
Marking hemeandstitching.

17-25 She Understbod reasons for
clipping circumference seams,
and the importance of under-
stitchini. She finished the
dress at home.

6/14/70 Started on a iecond dress
same pattern different A6

vitw - qr

Demonstration.

3-7-10 She was readi, anxious, and
23-22-25 attentive in puting in a .

sleeve.- -stie-- wa-s- Darr rgue-d-
with thesteps and realized
their importance.

6/21/70 Observed a collar demonstra-. Same

'and started working on the
Collar and faciags. Finished
dress.

Same

6/28/70 Fashion show and.tea time.
Hell6et-Mrs. Gallegos' home.
1.4

1 to 26 Grooming and poised assurance
was quite,evident.

0
ELABORATION

I feel that the fact that higil achool clothing construction displays were available

at each class meeting enthused several of the mothers into sewing. The prices of

the, garments when finished amazed them the most. I thought that quite a coMpliment

had been paid me when this mother told me that she had sewed in.a sleeve at home

only to find.her daughter Annoyed at the procedure. Her daughter watt enrolled in

Home E. II and knew the propoer procedure in sewing in a sleeve. She told her.mother

,that it'i4otird/be'best'to-rip the sleeve as she would have to do it when she went to

class. Her mother was very understanding,.ApOreCiative, and amused at the functional

experience which'her'daughter had conveyed. Now both mother and,daughter can sew'

to their heart's content.
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CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
. STUDENT AND CLASS EVALUATION.

The sampling used for the evaluation_ students 'and class was taken from

a group of twelve students. Six of ,these stuctents were not absent from class

at any one time while the other six were each abserit once. Six students were

selected at random to evaluate ell program.

The Eollowinig devices were used to evaluate the students at the end of:"
the class: -Pupil...Needs' (Appendix C), Choice of Activity Leads to Meeting

Pupil Needs and Characteristic Traits Describing Individual'a Progress..
The evaluationai were based on'observations and with a humanilt point of view

placing esphadis on the interest in human ideals and ,needs.

The reliability_of the student's evaluation outcome has been checked
against the graph and chart which I proposed as I sikw the student's progress.

9

The -graph t /fled, Influence of-Teacher-on-Students -signifies --tha -outcome

of how I felt I had influenced.my. students. The chart. titled, Adult Education
Progress Chart indicates the'progress of the students as I observed without
my influence.

3
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No.

EVALUATION

SUMMARY OF DESIRABLE
TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS
CRITERIA FOR, TEACHING

0.

EVIDgNCE Of PRACTICE

1 - Pupils' Interest in Subject

117
Pupil interest was evident in that
they remained beyond the 2-41our class'
period -- most bften 3 hours.

2 Ph sical Condition in Room Fridays were devoted to leaving the
-departMent tidy and attractive.
Prior to class, one hour was spent
on rechecking equipment, etc.

3 Attitude of Pupils They came into the classroom full
of gaiety, and they left in the
same manner.-

4 Pupil Activity Class time was spent in directed .

activity. Most projects:were planned
by the teacher and students before
departure.

"5 Definite Teacher Aim Teacher and student objectives were
kept in mind throughout the class
period.

6 Responsiveness of Pupils Pupils responded to demonstrations
with attentiveness and appreciativeness..
Students-seemed impressed with each
others project or projects.

7 General Attitude of-Teacher
and Pupil

I was very much at eaee with this'
group and,in return I never felt that
any embarrassment nor'fear existed
among the students.

Atmosphere of Classroom.
1 -

.Through indi'tect teaching, displays,
samples and ulletin boards, etc.,
conversation \and communication was
easily achieved among the. women.

0 .
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Skill in Teaching Technique I was aware of three levels of
students, whi6 meant that I had to
adjust my techniques and vocabulary
accordingly.

,

10 Evidence of Teacher Preparation Saturdmk and 'Sunday morning were
devoted to preparation. All ,Items

needed for the class-were gathered
in my preparation box.

11 Method of Instruction Some methods of-instruction were
simplified While others were made
more challenging depending on the
student's abilities.

12 Assignment
A

There were times when it got,too'
late to plan.or the students were
uadecided,_ pr4ects-1.18re- some-
times planned by phone contacts.

13 General Appearance of Room The appearance of the room 1 was

enhanced with an attracti* refresh-
ment table. Break time was.decided
by the students.

14 . Evidence of Pupil Preparation Pupils always came prepared with
what they needed.'

0

15 Ability of Teacher to "Put Across" At times I felt I was over iimplifying
instruction; nevertheless, instructions
were conveyed.

16 Teacher and Pupil Cooperation

4

Pupils cooperated intaking careof
equipment -- putting_phings away,
being on time, and buying varinua_:=1,---
occasion cards to send'to members.

17 Work Going'On Work was always going on. I was the
qtri-en trict they were the drones.

18 Types of Questions Asked by
ihe Teacher

Questions asked were conitructed with
regard to the economic, social,
emotional, and mental aspect of the
student.
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19 Discipline

C.)

i0. Conducts Class Discussions n,
a Conversational Manner, r )

21 ' Makes Frequent Use of Pupils'
Experiences

22 Attends Carefully to Pupil
Responses

23 Possesses a Wealth of
Commentary Expressions

24 Employs Some System.of Appraisal
Other Than-lieacher Appraisal

25 -.Socializes Class Discussions

26 Provides, definite directions
far Study

27

.

Makes Some .Provision for

Individt9kpifferences 'A

28 Is Pleasant.

4

. I

We, dfdn't seem to have
ruleh. I was opposed t&smoking
but I never mentioned it and later
I found it was not necessary.

I The ;lass was conchited in an informal
manner. Conversational English and

.

,SpSnish were basic meins of,
communication.

Students contributed their_personal
experiencesin discussions and
through the use of the display. table.

in class discussions pupilOrrespon#es.
were carefullY analyzed and used as,
an asset, to fhe teachei's advantage.

Nineteen years of homemaking experience
has helped.me to feel capable in making
worthwhile contributions.

I try to lead the students into
appraising each ofhem work. The
display table has helped a great deal.

The coffee break was the usual tiMe
for socializing. The class discussion
lent itseg to the less sociable.

When Itwasn't sure that instructions
were understood, I had the students
repeat/ instructions to me.

::-

When studenis needed extra:help, they
either came early or remained after
class.. Telephone calls were quite
helpful.

I never felt.annoyed at having to
Ikelp anyone.4
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29 Smiles Appretlatively
4

.1 felt appreciated and glad each
time help was summoned.

,P Is Enthusiastic At times, 1 am so enthusiast/c that
I feel Ilam imposing On others.

31 Is Patient I have learned to appreciate a
patient person. The consequences
are rewarding.

32 Laughs with the Class from Sometimes I feel 100 percent
Time to Time Froebel.

33 Possesses a Good Sense of This is something that I wasn't
,

Humor diieFtly aware of but as,I think back
humor did prevail.

1

34 Stands Throughout the Greater
Part of the Class Period

I hive never.been able to sit down
to,conduct a class regardless of the
size of the class.

35 Ability to Stimulate Intekest Everyone went about their merry way
trying to accomplish Ehe most. .This
class, for the most part, seemed
self-propelled.

36 Wealth of Commentárial
Statements

Having the mothers of my students
in class makes-ebig_difference in
the depth,_and.wd'alth of commentarial

. statements.

37 Attention to Pupils While
Teacher is Reciting ,-

As far as I could detect,there was
always mutual respect.

-. .

384 Eff'eC'tive Organizatibn of
l

Subject Matter
iAs a. group, mutual interest in each
others things and the consumer
education evaluations keeped us
Organized:,

39 , Use of IllustiatiVe Materials Illustrative materials were used. each
- time for most members.

61 -
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40 Provision tor. Individual

Differenceq
- ,

,..

41

-
Extra help was given students before

.class, after.class, or by telephone,

edge of Subject Matter 'Ae one time I sought the aid of
..the school sewing machine mechanic
as I was Illot familiar with her trade
mark; otherwise, I felt competent.

, .

42- Knokledge of Objectives of
Education

Specific objecttves fell under self-
realization4 human relationships,
economic efficiency, and civic
responsibility.

43 Conversational Manner in
Teaching

'For the most part,.conversatiOnal
Spanish was used in the-clasSroom.
This is what the ladies preferred.

i

,

4

7447 An Appreciative Attitude,
EvidenCed by Teachers' Mood,'
Comments and Smiles

/ I looked forward to this class. I

definitely feel that their personal-
ities improved by personality.

45 Skill in Asking Questions Tha prior.objective in ehe technique
of questioning lias'to.consider the
Individual privacy.

46 Definite Directions for'Study I have a feeling that at times,I
mighl have over simplified directions,
leavinfra feeling of hurt.

47 Skill in Measuring.Resulo I am relying on my thirty-two years
of teaching experience.

48 Willingness' to, Experiment I have not been ustne a recipe book.
my students and I have...been composing
recipes. Recipes havebien passed
out to all students.

:

ELABORATIONS:

Kilpatrick and Dewey believed that anything that'is obser4ed is capable of being
\

..

.measured. I only wish that they vine around to help me with my evaluation and

those of my fellow students.

4
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SUMMARY

The refreshffients for the coffee break were plovided the teacher. They

were planned in regard to aesthetic and functional appeal. The table
appointments carried the same .objective. I feel that indirectly a great
amount of knowledge was gained by-mere observation.

. _
The coffee break was held towards the end of the class period which

gave me an opportunity to visit with each lady individually and plan her
project for the next class.

The class-inspired me into a new revival:

1. I put myself on a rliet.

2. di had my hair restyled.

3. There was an improvement in my self-assurance.
0

4. My philosophy was enlivened.

5. I ftlt needed and important.

6. The class made me aware of respecting my students at
the high school level more on an adult basis.

_

IntUlminating, the ,class adopted.this.recipe ae their pedagogic creed
for consumer education.

RECIPE FOR,W!ISE CONSUMERS.

-Cream one bushel ofdesire to spend your money,
time, and energy wisely with one medium,-
sized budget..

Add a pound of knowledge about advertising..
,

Whipwith a thorough it-ading of labels.

Sprinkle with a pinch of quality buying.

Blend with endless effort and season with
wise purchases.

,The folldWing is a comp,rison.of the manner i which I infltiefice4 my

Atudents in confrast to their actual progress in the class.

-



CHART I

INFLUENCE OF TEACHER ON STUDENTS

100 % Leisure Time

90% Clothing

80 % Consumer Education

80 % Relations

70 % Good Grooming_

70 % Household Crafts

60-7---FcTadPreparaii-on

50 % Art

,

The reason why leisure time was rated so high was because the ladies

gavi three hours of,their leisure time on Sundays to coine to class.
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ART

FOOD

ITEPARAT ION .

HOUSEHOLD
CRAFTS

1

GOOD GROOMING

RELATIONS

CONSUMER
EbUCAT ION

CLOTHING

LEISURE TIME

CHART f,

-INFLUENCE OF TEACHER ON STUDENTS.
9
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CHART II

ADULT EDUCATION liROGRESS CHART

25 % Leisure t'ime

25 % Clothing Construction

20 % Consumer Education

10 % Home Crafts

10 %. Food Preparation

4
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CHART II

ADULT EDUCATION, PROGRESS 'CHART.

Leisure Time

67



RECOMMODATIONS
414,

The autnor recommends that:

1. ',An, adult class education file be started at the West Las Vegas
High School Department to help the next teacher who teaches
an .adult class.

2. .Resources. needéd'be i'nCluded in the financial budget for the
home economics. d'epartment

3..--An-evaIutitAn of this class be conducted _by. the Advisory Committee
'1/4 and .that a rep-Ort-be----turned in the Superintendent's office. 'Such.:findings may endourage the iliainiitration

4. In-service programs be conducted" in the State to help the
adult education teacher.

5. Materials which,are encldsed to State office by adult education'teachers be disseminated to other teachers.

6. The class be on voluntary beide with as few restkictions as .possible. The participation tends to pe more sincere.

That parents be those of students who have had horie economics.
classes. The relation aspect makes a big difference in the
interest of the class. -

8. The good grooming and relations unit be taught as indirect
learning. . These are not skilled-units -and-iitich-Tis learned- from
observation without having ,to b'ecome peksonal.

....10.W.VAMInM1,..o./11.1.M IFINor.......441.1,./1
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APPENDiX A

CLASS ROSTER

;

Toni Archibeque

Ernestine Barela

Mrs. Dionicio Castilla . 7

_Teresa Housler

'Vera. Jo Lujan

Bess e7Montoya

Rose Padilla
,

Marie Richie

Margaret Rodriguez

Virginia Sanchez

Mary Sena

Rose Serna
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APPENDIX B

TO: Vocational Advisory Committee September 2, 1969

FROM: West Las Vegas Senior High Home Economics Department
Mrs. Cecilia Gallegos
Mks. Rosemarie. Romero --.

.7:".SUBJECT: . Curriculum Cons truction
(Especially in the area of Consumer Education)

10.

We are_pleased to learn that we hatre many people who are as enthused in adding
on to arid improving-the-Home-Economics-Curriculuor:7- The-fp-flowing agreed very
graciouely to assist for, the year f 1969-70.

. Rev4,1mmmurker,Gatholte,HRriestr,403-7-Valencilr==
Mr. Adolph Candelario Jr.; Student, Hot Springs Boulevard
Mrs. Cecilia Gallegos, Home Economics .Teacher, Montezuma Rt.
Mr. Junio Lopez, Senator, 1805 Plaza .

-Miss Theresa Lujan, Student,_401 Perez
Mrs. 'Matias Martinez, Grocery Store Owner, 227 S. Pacific
Mrs. Catherine Peterbon, Insurance Agent, 1813 W. Plaza
'Mrs. Rosemarie Roniero, Home Economics Teacher, Rt: 1, Box 454
Mr. Joe Robert Sanchez, Principal, West Las Vegas High School
Mrs. Rita Suazo, Florist, 200 Pla:
Mr. Andy Vigil, Town Police Captain, West Las Vegas Town Police Dept.
Mr: San Vigil; Counselorr 411 Moreno

The following is ,a.description of the type of work that will involve the
construction and improvement of the Home Economics Curriculum:

1. Concerns and beliefs of the community, administration, teachers,
and pupils.

2. Objectives should be stated or implied to reflect the controlling
ideas and- sentiments contained in the universals.

------'----3-rInteresrt--Apprrnzch-es-th'ar-srrrr-ereituiriYtiVrrrrd-f6T-Era'iWra'Tid----
teachers .

4. Body of Subject Matter that will be comprised from culture
embra ing most of the significant ideas used in acquiring
knowledge and skillse

5. Activities or 'exercised to be perforMed.

of

I.



6. Curriculum should be interwoven with the socialfabric that
-

sustains it.
C

7. Training for whatever training the curriculum is"designed; it

should be to train thelfidividual for a particular soCial or

vocational position.

. Discipline or the coni'rol which.the teacher 1s required-to

exercise over the learner.

9. Evaluation or whys and means of determining whether or not the

objectives have been reached by'the student.

10. Teacher Evaluation means and ways of evaluatltig the teacher.

In addition to working with the above the committees functions will be as

follows:

1. To support a program of c9Numer education in the-schools.

2. To help interpret the program of consumer education in the

schbbls to the community--

. To serve as intermediators-if and when there are objections

, raised as to the teaching of\consumer education in the schools.

\

4. To serve as an advisory committee and a sOunding board to the

public schools in this subject area.

We hope to incorporate the following guidelines in working with this advisory

committee: . 1i
. .

-- ., 6

1. Involve others at the plánning level. This implies a knowledge
.

of available'resources. ti
, 4

2. Have a framework'ready for presentation forlconsideration so that

best use can, be. made of the individual's or group's time.

3. Enlist the dynamic leadership and expertise to be found in such

groups as industry and labor. Educators can gain much from their

special knowledge.

4. KeetalLop...2rerninj_Idand forget past differences. There are many ways.
. _

vrn.anewemCwr".m.eammembovoulnoff moneimaremiseramarrelenammaaer

of approaching.a problem.

5. Aimid criticismhof other organizations and agencies also trying to

help families. They can handicap future team efforts.
a

6. Minimize professional jargon. It.can be irritating to others who

are not ih the same profession.

7. Listen as well as talk. Cooperation and comthunication Can only occur

on a two-way street.

;,;
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. Give credit where it belongs.

Mt

9. Encourage others in such a way that they feel their ideas and

contributions are being used. '

10. Keep thbae-inVolved informed-of progress-ar lack of-it.

11. Enlist the help of public relations personnel to inform the

public of-local, state, and national programs.

12. Be patient. Remember when.working with others it is likely to

take more time than when working alone. But it is worth it,in

educational endeavors.

Some groups with whom home economics educators work cooperatively at national,

state and/or. local levels are:

Council on Family-Relations
Council on-Children and Youth
Child_Conservatian_Leaguea

_ _

PMreh-oTialngtragrizus

Community Planning Councils ,

Urban Renewal
-Modellqitiea

Planned Parenthood
.Parent Teacher Associations.'
cY. M. C. A.

Y. W. C. A.
March of Dimes
A..A.. U. W.- .

Council of Jewish Women
Metroppitan Housing Authority
CooperhaVe ExtenSion .

Day Care Centers
Parent Cooperatives
Child Welfare
Publl*Health
Deparfments within Educational

\

. .

Better Business Btireau
Legal Associations
Organized Labor
Consumer Associations
Community Service Agencies

,Junior League
Business and Industries
Hospitals

, Medical Colleges
Medical Associations
Mental Health asociations
Churchei
Public Libiaries
Mass Media -- TV, Presi,-Radio

The following is a list of objectives which we feel are pertinent information

for all members-of,the-committee: (Well-written objectives should say three

things -- what willsa student be able to do; under what conditions will he be

able to do it, and 'td what extent can he do it.)
------------

Education is a continuing ptocess:

1. In helping individuals to become;more effective member of their

jpresent families,

2. In helping people prepare themselves for and develop competence

in their approaching marriages and-new family patterns;

- 73 -



3. In helping individuals develop a sense of responsibility for
participation and competence in our democratic society,

4. .In helping the family develop ,strengths as a unit and as a
creative force in civilization.

Aisio-,the-faloviing factors are some of the concerns which have come to qur
attention wieh even greater forcefulness than ever before: L.

1. PoorAiets,.poor health, poor relatiOnshipS amongfamily members,
and consequent lack of motivation are pri arily.responsible for
the failure of Children in school.

2. Illiteracy of homemakerd is responsible for much of their inability
to manage their resources. They cannot afford to make mistakes,
but their lives reflect a series of mistakes.

3. There are many people not getting welfare aid of any kind who are
too proild to adk for-help.

a successful way of limiting the size of families.

As professionals working to betterjamily liTe,-wa need to consider new
resources available which might shaie our concern and our respbnsibility'in
teaching.others hot./ to help themselves.

- 74 -



Need. for Aesthetic Satisfaction or Developing. Appreciation

Need for AsSurance of Maturity,

. Need for Consumer 'Information

Need for 'Creative- Experience.

Ne-ed, for CultiVating:Leisure Time ActiVitaei3-

7. Need for 'Intelligent Self-Direc.tion'.

_

. 12. Need-for-Social Participation

Recognitio

Variety of Personal Interests
- -

Vocational Orientation

Developing. a Working, Pfiilosophy.

Undetatanding One's WOrk -and Seeing gelationehips

18: . Orientation^ to ,the Claifsrhem Situation:.

19.. Belonging to a Group ;

D . Attention

21. Solving 'Personal -Problems

22. .Functional InfOrmation

14

e.'ek. ;re/
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APPENDIX E

44.

These daughters patiently help their mothers
in eeing -that the sfeeires.to, their dresses
are stitched7fif neatly'. The girls were in
Home and Family Liiring Classes. .

.

4j4'.141,4)
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-The picturetebove refere to!'Evaluation No. 9.

!
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This picture refers
to Evaluation No. 1

.,

,Aboyei liouanna Rodriguei,-;Student teaCher. In .the
. .

background ii one- -Of.-.the--pos tera:: that -, Shez.made: :for_ .

adVeittsifig.



c.

'Mrs. Cecelia Galleg9s,
Instructor for the c
Adult Class and her

-daiigh ter , Barbaxli.
Barbara was a fihriike
visitor' who learned
how te.ciiichet:



APPENDIX F

.

as

EXPENDITURES Foil CONSUMER EDUCATION
ADULT: EDUCATION

15.77 Film (Pictures)

48..88 Books and Supplies

65.00 Laboritoty bipenses mostly Food .Items

1.63. Items ..for Making Lalps

32.50_ Typing
4.

39.00 Research- Class

- 35%00 Teacher Aide

15.80 Sewing Witer1a1s

...A

151700Sa-l-ary
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